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Ocean of Dreams
A  P R E L U D E

When all that you’ve imagined finds wings and takes flight, this is what it looks like. The ocean is limitless, vast, ebbing 

and flowing, lending to the philosophy of the city’s homegrown wonder, Covelong Point in Kovalam Village; a 45-minute 

drive from Chennai on the East Coast Road.

Covelong Point aims to imbibe life in the sea, by the sea and everything around the ocean. When you begin to believe 

that something is yours, you embrace that sense of belonging, and this is what Covelong Point stands for; a place for 

you to call your own and feel included. That’s when you realise how inspiring and motivating it can be. This is the ocean 

of dreams; an entity created to complement the city’s landscape, situated along the second largest beach in the world. 

One man’s vision and dream to do more than anyone could have imagined, changing people’s lives and livelihoods, there 

never would be a fish out of water here.

Return to the ocean, allow yourself to be excited and discover everything that you always took for granted. 



Kovalam, a quiet little fishing village about 40kms from Chennai is much like the many other hamlets dotting the 

East Coast. Apart from fishing, it remains popular for its Dutch Fort turned resort, the nearby Muttukadu backwaters 

with its boating attraction, and serene places of worship that the locals frequent. On weekends the Kovalam beach 

gets busy with vendors, villagers and town folk who come by for the salty ocean air as they wet their feet. At the 

core of it, the people of Kovalam have always relied on fishing for their livelihoods, selling their fresh catch to provide 

for the family and it really would not have been known of for much else. However, all of that began changing in 2012 

when a surf school supported by Arun Vasu and the TT Group opened up, impacting the little village to change its 

dynamics forever.



This collaboration of a passionate water sports enthusiast and 

successful businessman, Arun Vasu and the champion fisherman 

turned surfer, Murthy Megavan; facilitated by Yotam Agam, marked 

the beginning of an unprecedented wave that was poised to change 

Kovalam or Covelong into a prominent hub that placed it on the map 

of leading surfing destinations in India.
 

Founded in 2012, the surf school was opened in a small rented house 

and after testing waters, Arun found an ideal place on the beach and 

started Surf Turf with 5 rooms, a restaurant and the surf school that 

stands today. A beautiful journey that began with a young fisherman 

who used wooden doors and planks to ride waves changed not just 

his destiny but that of a host of young fisherman and town folk, with 

the support and passion of Arun Vasu and the TT Group.



Making Covelong Point
Covelong Point is not just a CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) initiative by the TT Group, 

it is the start of a movement. It’s the sparking of a plethora of possibilities and the birth of a 

collaborative, inclusive, adventurous culture and a sustainable way of life. It’s a world that has 

evolved organically with hits and misses, ups and downs, euphoria and obstacles. The challenge 

of establishing  Covelong Point was to encourage the surfing culture without disrupting the 

local ecosystem. While popularising and developing watersports like Surfing, Stand-Up Paddle 

Boarding, Wind Surfing, Diving and Kayaking was going to be on the agenda, the larger picture 

here was to encourage the sports while maintaining a delicate balance between the local way 

of life and the sudden surge of outside interest from the city, as well as tourists from across the 

world. Showing solidarity and encouraging the talented fishermen turned surfers by supporting 

them in their endeavours was one but it was important to help address the issues of the local 

villagers who would have to adapt to the changes being introduced to their community and 

lifestyle. It wasn’t smooth sailing but the efforts of the Covelong Point team and Arun with the 

unwavering support of well wishers and believers, eased a lot of the initial hiccups helping the 

project rest on calmer waters.



Knowing
Covelong Point
Arun was inspired to develop the Covelong Point and Surf Turf project because of the limitless possibilities to make a 

difference in various areas extending beyond just the growth of a sport. It was an opportunity to discover the hidden 

gems in our rural communities, who if groomed right, could become top level athletes and world champions given the 

right facilities and training. Since a lot of these young athletes that Murthy inspired and trained didn’t come from affluent 

backgrounds, a substantial amount of financial support would be needed for them; such as equipment, nutrition, training 

and sponsorship for travelling to compete. All this and more was provided by the TT Group but they also wanted to 

ensure that the athletes would help themselves. This led them to create a model to provide a self-sustainable livelihood 

that would assist their endeavours and support their families, as most of them are breadwinners. In order for these 

talents to survive and thrive they needed a blueprint that went beyond fishing; which was their primary source of income 

to being able to make a living off the sport using the skillsets they have now embraced for good.

The entire team of instructors at Surf Turf are homegrown and have turned champion surfers in their own right and 

are proud first generation sportspersons that may well change their fortunes forever and impact the communities 

positively. These champions along with other enthusiasts on the East Coast, will be the first of their ilk, paving the way 

for generations of surfers to come.





This program has supported the training and sponsored the surfing team on their 

various national and international competitions.

Murthy, Dharani, Pazhani, Kattai and the rest are fast becoming a force to reckon 

with in their respective categories but the one on top of the crew; the pride of 

Covelong Point, Sekar Pachai, who was the sole male representative from India 

in the SUP World Championships in 2018. Pachai has won many accolades and 

competitions growing at the rate of knots. He’s on course to someday compete in 

the Olympics. Coming a long way from body surfing the waves as a child to being 

a world class competitor at a rapid pace, he shows promise of a lot more. He is an 

inspiration and a hero to his village and the Indian surfing community.
 

Varun Thakkar and KC Ganapathy who were fierce rivals in the Junior Sailing 

competitions, teamed up and won a bronze at the 2018 Asian Games. They out 

on a strong show and could’ve won the gold if not for an unfair disqualification. 

They came together as a team in 2011 and have stuck it out making waves in 

the sailing circles - clearly set to become one of the best in their category. The 

country is filled with hidden winners and incredible athletes and it is a pity that a 

lot of them stay undiscovered, never reaching their full potential due to a lack of 

finances and opportunities.   

Corporate and private sponsors play a huge part in helping the likes of Sekar, Varun, 

Ganapathy and other athletes stand a chance in realising their dreams and opening 

up awareness on water sports, the culture and benefits that come with it to millions, 

after them.



Why Surf Turf?
Surf Turf at Covelong Point which shares space with the surf school is an ocean-front cafe with sea facing rooms and is an idyllic place to unwind to the sound 

of the waves crashing against the rocks while you take in the breathtaking view of surfers riding their boards and kayaks dotting the open blue ocean. The staff 

here are mainly locals and is another charming way to keep the community involved with the evolution of the surfing culture. The cuisine served is a fine balance 

between Continental favourites and delicious local dishes. The café caters to a wide audience from Chennai city dwellers to international travellers who have grown 

attached to a spot that they might never have heard of if not for the surfing revolution that started at Covelong. While a lot of other schools have sprouted up 

along the East Coast Road, Surf Turf provides a unique experience space that has made it popular for family getaways and travelling surfers. It is today an integral 

part of the surfing culture at Covelong and the brand has opened a new cafe in Mahabalipuram overlooking the famous heritage site, The Shore Temple.





Surf Turf
Mahabalipuram



The Covelong Festival of Surfing, Yoga and Music on the beach has fast become one of the most anticipated events in Chennai’s calendar with people travelling 

from all over the world to be a part of this unique experience. The competition which is the largest surfing event in Asia has seen some of the best national and 

international surfers from across the globe participate, adding significantly to the growth of the sport. What began in a small way in 2013 and has grown over the 

years into one of the most exciting festivals in this part of the world. Multi cuisine offerings from local batter-fried seafood and raw mango to gourmet burgers and 

natural ice creams in food trucks; the food stalls are a huge draw. The other stalls vary from gadgets like Go Pros, to all-terrain bikes, workout and yoga gear to 

Isuzu pick up trucks. Almost everything that can connect you to the surfing culture is on display during the August festival and the footfall has steadily increased 

over the years, touching over 10,000 in 2018. The Surf Turf team helps co-ordinate lodging and parking, as well as guiding visitors through the experience adding 

to the incredible mix of humanity because there are no boundaries of tickets or entry fees. The yoga classes and the music at the festival are a huge part of the 

spiritual experience that connect surfers to the ocean where teachers and enthusiasts from all over the world converge and share their energy,

while conducting and participating in workshops and experiences other than yoga too.

Dance workshops, rock climbing walls, meditation, aerial yoga, Open Mic Jam Sessions through the day and some of the best talent in music come 

alive, providing a grand finale to every evening of the festival. The carefully curated line up of world class musicians are from diverse genres and 

the stage set on the beach with the Bay of Bengal as a backdrop is one of the most vibrant and awaited events at the festival. Captivating and 

setting you free all at once, the festival, much like the spirit of surfing and Covelong, breaks all socio economic barriers and any divisions that 

would otherwise exist, gathering people from various cultures and backgrounds. It is as a melting pot and the villagers look forward to this fest 

with pride, ready to welcome the travellers that descend from various parts of the West and East. It is refreshing to see celebrities and others shed 

their inhibitions and enjoy the 3-day experience wholeheartedly.

Every year new elements are added to the festival vibe and the soul of surfing continues to spread.







The fisherfolk of Kovalam have developed various other skill sets and 

have branched out into areas that were earlier unexplored. One of 

the boys is a dive instructor and works at Covelong while another has 

started teaching yoga at the school and is also teaching young children 

in his community. He has collaborated with a Spanish friend that he met 

at Covelong and now takes classes for students in Italy via Skype.

Another boy has become a fitness instructor and competes 

internationally in professional obstacle courses around the world. The 

TT Group supports a range of tournaments conducted in the village 

for various sports including football, cricket and volleyball, to name a 

few. They run awareness drives through innovative campaigns and the 

youngsters from all over have got involved with collaborations locally 

and internationally because of the acquaintances made at Covelong. 

As global travellers continue to visit, there are a lot of projects that 

are kicking off as a result of that. From musical nights to dance and 

art workshops, as well as moonlit dinners on the beach, Surf Turf has 

become a favourite place to unwind and soak the beach life in.

Other
Activities



Quest
Rameshwaram
The Indian coastline with its pristine lagoon like beaches and its huge breakers allow for an 

array of ocean activities. The marine adventure sport industry has gained momentum over 

the years leading to the establishing of recreational facilities in various marine sports along 

the East and West coast of India. Some years ago, at a water-sports event on the East Coast 

everyone stood gazing in awe at an impromptu race between a windsurfer and kite surfer 

zipping through. This is how Arun Vasu (the windsurfer) and Jehan Driver (the kite surfer) 

met for the first time. They get along like a house on fire, and their friendship brought a 

great deal of professionalism to the marine adventure sports industry in India.



The two powerhouses, Vasu and Driver have partnered to boost the growth 

and quality of marine adventure sports in India by launching QTT Adventure 

Sports Academy Pvt Ltd., combining their passion for adventure and sports. 

The company will conduct an array of certificate courses in the Adventure 

Sports domain, offering a training pathway to Instructor Level in Kayaking, SUP, 

Windsurfing, Sailing, Kiteboarding, including added certifications for Outdoor 

Leadership, Lifeguard Training, First Aid, etc. All these programs will offer a 

vocational path to employment in the tourism industry, thus improving the 

quality and safety of sports activity provided in India.



Any change that can affect the ecosystem of a place has to be done gradually, taking care to not upset the delicate balance that 

has existed there all along. The challenge of introducing water sports, tourism, alternative living and lifestyles can not only clash 

with the culture of that space but can also create issues environmentally if not dealt with in a sensitive manner.

This could so easily have been perceived by the locals as a corporate company coming in and bullying their way into their space. 

However, because of the clear good intentions of the TT Group to support local talent and the fishing community, they were 

welcomed by the people of Kovalam. They overcame their initial suspicions, embraced the Covelong team and started enjoying 

the fruits of their beautiful acceptance and co-existence. People from all backgrounds rubbed shoulders and in a volatile country 

like India with its numerous cultural differences there came about a harmonious spirit that makes this project all the more relevant 

and successful. You can see fishing boats float past kayaks, fishermen and surfers chatting, people in burqas and bikinis passing 

each other without judgement and a meeting of cultures and ideas from all over the world, going beyond the colour of one’s skin, 

language, nationality or economic status. Additionally, the regular beach clean up sessions are seen as a welcome drive that the 

locals too participate in to show their appreciation.

Developing Conscious 
Co-Existence



Let’s Collaborate.
Let’s Grow
The TT Group isn’t trying to merely grow its influence as a corporate company nor is this just a CSR 

project to them. It goes well beyond that into the tremendous impact they can have as a collective in 

various areas of development. This has not been smooth sailing by any stretch of imagination with the 

project being challenged by fresh issues on an almost daily basis like any project of this magnitude. TT 

Group has managed to overcome this with patience, persistence and a great awareness towards their 

intentions and motivation of being involved in this story. This is a constant learning experience and Arun 

and his team ensure that every passing year sees a consistent growth in the right direction - for the sport, 

the community and the numerous lives it touches directly and indirectly. None of this is possible alone 

and it needs the collaboration of various people, factors and organisations to keep working together to 

bear fruit. The TT Group is open to collaborations and is more than willing to share its experiences on this 

project with anyone who would like to pick their brains on executing something similar. You can get in 

touch with any thoughts or questions via email on arunvasu@ttgroupglobal.com



Arun Vasu
Arun Vasu, the Chairman and Managing Director, TT Group, also the 

Honorary Consul for Sweden, has been windsurfing from the age 

of 13. With 37 years of experience in the tourism industry, he has 

successfully made water sports accessible along the east coast of 

India, giving fishing communities the opportunity at an alternative 

occupation of training and teaching marine sports. Apart from having 

supported the Surf School at Covelong, Chennai which is run by 

local fisherfolk and starting Surf Turf which has resulted in a positive 

change in the village economy and culture, Vasu has a strong vision 

for water sports across the country. This is his way of sharing the 

tremendous joy he experiences in the ocean and the discipline he 

learns from the sport, with as many as he can. His heart lies in India 

being recognised on the world surfing map and aiding athletes 

to tour the world showcasing their talent from coast to coast. His 

passion for development and giving back to the community is the 

driving force behind a lot of great growth in the Covelong area and is 

fast spreading to other parts of the country.



This Is Just
The Beginning

While a lot has been achieved by all the people involved with this wonderful project, Arun believes that this is just the 

tip of the iceberg in an ocean of dreams. Surf Turf having set up successfully in Covelong and Mahabalipuram is set to 

spread across the country with potential centres in Rameshwaram, Orissa, Goa, Vishakhapatnam, Varkala and other 

coastal areas. Having established a basic blueprint of the merits and the challenges of such an endeavour, Surf Turf is 

seeking to test waters across India and beyond, with a view to bring about a positive change wherever possible.



We’d like to thank our sponsors who’ve supported the Covelong Festival over the years

Surf Turf and The Covelong Project are supported by
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